Beer Descriptions – Summer/Fall 2018

ABV = Alcohol by Volume (higher = more alcohol)
IBU= International Bitterness Units (higher = more hops)

Tilion “T-1” Belgian Single” (Cannon Falls, MN)



SELECT TAP BEER. 16 oz pour. 5.6% ABV. 21 IBUs. Belgian Single Ale.
Description: T-1 is a light ale called Patersbier (“father’s beer” in Dutch) to drink for sustenance, while leaving you fully
capable to take on the day’s endeavors. A Belgian equivalent of a lawnmower beer.

Bent Paddle “Venture Pils” Pilsener Lager (Duluth, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 4.4% ABV. 5 IBUs. Sour.
Description: Mother Nature! & a button-up flannel is about as fancy as the wilderness needs us to be! We brewed an
American kettle sour, in the Berliner-Weiss style, to pair with the fresh flavors of the Raspberry harvest. Low alcohol
with tartness, this Sour will take you along on its own adventure!

Beaver Island Brewing “Sweet Miss” Stout (St. Cloud, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 4.7% ABV. ? IBUs. Amber Lager.
Description: Toasty aromatics and a medium body define our Amber Lager. Mild earthy and herbal notes shine through
without being overly bitter. A clean mouthfeel and pleasant finish round out this richly copper colored lager. This beer is
clean, refreshingly sessionable, and is made for those cool, crisp fall nights at camp.

Bent Paddle “Wildnerness Tuxedo” Sour (Duluth, MN)
●
●

$9

16 oz can. 7.1% ABV 35 IBUs. NE (Mpls) Style IPA.
Description: A very smooth, creamy mouthfeel and hazy appearance are by-products of 20% oats in the mash, a
chloride-heavy water chemistry, and low flocculating yeast. Specter is aggressively hopped with late boil and whirlpool
additions, leaving a little lingering bitterness and a tropical and juicy finish. Also dry-hopped twice with Citra, Mosaic,
Amarillo and Nelson Sauvin for aroma and stone fruits.

Upper Hand Brewery “Deer Camp” Amber Lager (Escanaba, MI)
●
●

$6

16 oz can. 5% ABV. 45 IBUs. Pale Ale.
Description: A vibrant and tropical pale ale brewed with flaked oats and wheat; Citra, Simcoe and Denali hops.

Fulton Brewing “Specter” IPA (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$6

16 oz can. 4.9% ABV. 24 IBUs. Fruit Wheat.
Description: This is our take on the perfect marriage of fruit and beer. A combination of North American, French and Belgium
White Wheat are the ultimate canvas to express the real raspberries that are added at specific stages of fermentation for a
mildly tart to beautifully sweet balance. Enjoy!

Fair State Brewing Cooperative “Pahlay’Ahlay” Pale Ale (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 5.3% ABV. N/A IBUs. Cream Ale.
Description: Deep gold in color, it has a soft malty aroma, slightly sweet creamy texture with a balanced bitterness, while
finishing smooth and clean.

Gull Dam Brewing Raspberry Wheat (Nisswa, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 4.8% ABV. 48 IBUs. Pale Ale.
Description: Brilliant hop expression with a structural malt “hull”, this Session Pale is designed to ride along in perfect
harmony.

Castle Danger Brewing “Castle Cream Ale” (Two Harbors, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 5% ABV. 38 IBUs. Pilsner Lager.
Description: This craft lager harmonizes noble hops and premium malts found in North America and Europe. Brewed with
pristine Lake Superior water, this straw colored pilsener takes on characteristics of Bohemia, Northern Germany with a touch
of American inventiveness. Refreshingly crisp with a gentle floral hop aroma.

Bent Paddle Brewing “Kanū” Session Pale Ale (Duluth, MN)
●
●

$6

$5

12 oz can. 6.5% ABV. 27.5 IBUs. Stout.
Description: We sourced the finest ingredients from around the world to brew this decadent treat. Sweet Miss is made from a
blend of the UK’s finest malts, flaked oats, milk sugar and fair trade cacao nibs from Ecuador. This careful combination of
flavors creates alchemy in the glass; thick, rich and delicious.

